BL-29 Jumbo Balloon Lights
Instructions
Jumbo Balloon Lights are shipped with batteries installed, ready to use - just add your own balloons!
How to operate:
Put the light into the deflated latex balloon and fill the balloon manually,
with Helium, or Compressed Air.
Let the light fall into the neck of the balloon ( The weight is contained in the
Base Cap so the light normaly drops into the neck facing upwards ).
Tie off the balloon or use a balloon clip. Optionally, place a string tie around
the neck of the balloon, to secure the light.
To turn the led light on twist the base.
If you tighten the base cap to the point that
they go on and then put the light inside the
balloon, it makes things a lot quicker when
you want to turn them on later. Otherwise,
turn them on before you put them inside the balloons so they are ready immediately.

Some lights are not working:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Take the unit apart by unscrewing and removing the base cap.
Be careful of any small parts that may fall out
Remove the batteries.
Notice the flat part with the writing should face the base cap
Check to see if anything is obviously broken or cracked or if there might not
be a good electrical connection.
If your batteries are wrapped in tape, try removing it.
Check to make sure your batteries are good by trying them in a different
light or replace the batteries with some from a working one.
Reassemble the unit and screw on the base cap until the LED lights up.

If you are still having problems:
If the batteries are not making contact somewhere a little playing around with battery placement may be required.
Try rearranging them or twisting them.

If all else fails:
In the rare event you do get a defective unit that still does not work after trying everything above, contact us for
instructions on getting a replacement or for further ideas.
As with any product, if you absolutely need a certain number of lights, buy a few extras just in case a backup is
needed. It's a cheap insurance policy and you can always use the extras somewhere!
Batteries:
Contains three (3) LR44 button cell batteries. If you throw a lot of parties, you’ll need to stock up on your battery
supply.
CHOKING HAZARD - Children under 8 yrs can choke or suffocate on deflated or
broken balloons. Adult supervision required. Keep deflated balloons from
children. Discard broken balloons at once.
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